Gazing into Glory with Pastor Bruce Allen

"Being in the Presence of Jesus - Gazing into Glory with Pastor Bruce Allen"

Show Times: 8PM ET / 7PM CT / 6PM MT / 5PM PT

Being in the Presence of Jesus - Gazing into Glory with Pastor Bruce Allen

Join Kenneth, John and Cathy in the chat room while they discuss the latest apocalyptic headlines and signs in the sun, moon and stars proclaiming the coming of our awesome King Jesus. Tonight we are blessed to welcome to the program, Pastor Bruce Allen, author of the book "Gazing into Glory". Pastor Allen will help us understand how we can draw closer in our walk with Jesus and leverage our "sanctified imaginations" to move closer to the throne of glory through the power of Christ in us.

God Bless You - See you there!

Shofar

PRAYER

- PRAISE YOU HOLY FATHER God
- ANOINT US WITH HOLY SPIRIT
- SUPERNATURAL PEACE
- PRACTICE RIGHTEOUSNESS
- CREATE IN US A CLEAN HEART
- EMPTY OUR CUPS
- MAKE READY FOR HARVEST
- SPIRIT OF BOLDNESS TO WITNESS
- OVERCOME SIN
- HEDGE OF PROTECTION,
- ANGELS TAKE CHARGE
- HELP US SEEK YOU MORE CLOSELY
- PEACE DURING CALAMITIES
- BRING FORTH THE LATTER RAIN
- PRAY FOR THE LOST
- YOUR WILL BE DONE
- ISRAEL

Jude 24-25
24 Now to Him who is able to keep you from stumbling,
And to present you faultless
Before the presence of His glory with exceeding joy,
25 To God our Savior,
Who alone is wise,Be glory and majesty,
Dominion and power,
Both now and forever.
Amen.

PLAY – zz HOLY SPIRIT THOU ART WELCOME IN THIS PLACE
THE ANGEL IN THE WHIRLWIND
A wind is moving, swirling with ever increasing ferocity
It is a whirlwind coming, traveling with great velocity
Tearing at the ground and the dirt from earth takes flight
Blocking out the sun until the day becomes as night

It is a whirling desolation that brings astonishment and decay
Yet there are men who have longed and waited for this day
They are looking for an angel riding in the wind
And hoping to ignite a fire within the minds of men.

A fire that burns away all freedoms and leaves blackness in its place
While a wasteland is the end result left in the whirlwinds wake
And those who call themselves enlightened believe they will share
In leading a New World Order as they are Lucifer’s heirs.

Throughout history men believed this angel was benevolent
With secret knowledge passed through time guided by malevolence
Even presidents in speeches referred to this mysterious whirlwind event
Believing they are the illumined ones speaking with coded intent.

But the whirlwind they will meet is of the Lord, going forth in fury
It falls grievously upon the wicked as they are judged most surely
For Lucifer’s minions have sown corrupted seeds into the wind
And as they reap the whirlwind it shall mark their end.

Then God’s remnant will be found willing in the day of power
From the womb of the morning which is both a holy and frightening hour
As the heathen then are judged on this day of wrath
And the remnant finds protection under the Shepherds staff.

Mercy that was poured out, compassion beyond compare
Jesus stands at Calvary waiting for you to meet Him there
Becoming part of God’s remnant is the only preparation for the end
Our time is short, for on the horizon there is blowing a swirling wind.

By Randy Conway
zz – Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus (short harmonic)

http://youtu.be/nA2VpysAvgk
"If sinners be damned, at least let them leap to Hell over our dead bodies. And if they perish, let them perish with our arms wrapped about their knees, imploring them to stay. If Hell must be filled, let it be filled in the teeth of our exertions, and let not one go unwarned and unprayed for."

...Charles Spurgeon
"When there’s something in the Bible that churches don’t like, they call it legalism."
- Leonard Ravenhill
THE OPINIONS OF OUR GUESTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF TRIBULATION- NOW
A fruit of the Spirit that must accompany the gifts of healing is longsuffering. The person who is persevering with God must always be ready with a word of comfort. If the sick one is in distress and helpless and does not see everything eye to eye with you, you must bear with him. Our Lord Jesus Christ was filled with compassion and lived and moved in a place of longsuffering, and we will have to get into this place if we are to help needy ones.

There are some times when you pray for the sick, and you seem to be rough with them. But you are not dealing with a person; you are dealing with satanic forces that are binding the person. Your heart is full of love and compassion toward all; however, you are moved to a holy anger as you see the place the Devil has taken in the body of the sick one, and you deal with his position with a real forcefulness.

One day a pet dog followed a lady out of her house and ran all around her feet. She said to the dog, “My dear, I cannot have you with me today.” The dog wagged its tail and made a big fuss. She said, “Go home, my dear.” But the dog did not go. At last she shouted roughly, “Go home,” and off it went. Some people deal with the Devil like that. The Devil can stand all the comfort you like to give him. Cast him out! You are not dealing with the person; you are dealing with the Devil. Demon power must be dislodged in the name of the Lord.

You are always right when you dare to deal with sickness as with the Devil. Much sickness is caused by some misconduct; there is something wrong, there is some neglect somewhere, and Satan has had a chance to get in. It is necessary to repent and confess where you have given place to the Devil (Eph. 4:27), and then he can be dealt with. It is our privilege in the power of the Holy Spirit to loose the prisoners of Satan and to let the oppressed go free.

Take your position from the first epistle of John and declare, “He who is in [me] is greater than he who is in the world” (1 John 4:4). Then recognize that it is not you who has to deal with the power of the Devil, but the Greater One who is in you. Oh, what it means to be filled with Him! You can do nothing in yourself, but He who is in you will win the victory. Your being has become the temple of the Spirit. Your mouth, your mind, your whole being may be used and worked upon by the Spirit of God.

We need to wake up and strive to believe God. Before God could bring me to this place, He broke me a thousand times. I have wept; I have groaned. I have traveled many a night until God broke me. We will never have the gifts of healing and the working of miracles in operation unless we stand in the divine power that God gives us, unless we stand believing God and “having done all” (Eph. 6:13), we still stand believing.

We have been seeing wonderful miracles, and they are only a little of what we are going to see. I believe that we are right on the threshold of wonderful things, but I want to emphasize that all these things will be only through the power of the Holy Spirit. You must not think that these gifts will fall upon you like ripe cherries. There is a sense in which you have to pay the price for everything you get. We must earnestly desire God’s best gifts and say “Amen” to any preparation the Lord takes us through. In this way, we will be humble, usable vessels through whom He Himself can operate by means of the Spirit’s power.

Thought for today: It seems to me that until God has mowed you down, you can never have this longsuffering for others.
A PROPHETIC LETTER BY TERRI HILL

I keep a prayer / dream / vision journal. This is what I sent to an evangelist friend of mine, OVER FOUR YEARS AGO, on October 12, 2010 (I have a copy of the e-mail I sent her in my hand) -

1. America cannot be healed; God has judged Babylon; it is fallen; see Rev. 17:5; 18:2. Spiritual Babylon is the corrupt organization of religion, which is flourishing, endorsed, and financed largely by America. Commercial Babylon is certainly a picture of America.

2. America's "wound" is incurable; "For her WOUND IS INCURABLE, for it is come unto "Judah" (even unto those who "praise" God in the church);" see Micah 1:5-9

3. "The pride of thine heart hath deceived thee...the men that were at peace with thee have deceived thee, and prevailed against thee; they that eat thy bread (bounty, goods) HAVE LAID A WOUND under thee....", Obadiah 3-7

4. "There is NO HEALING OF THY BRUISE: THY WOUND IS GREVIOUS; all that hear the bruit of thee shall clap the hands over thee; for upon whom hath not thy wickedness passed continually?" Nahum 3:19

5. "We would have healed Babylon, but SHE CANNOT BE HEALED...So will Babylon sink to rise no more because of the disaster I will bring upon her. And her people will fall;" see Jeremiah 51:9, 64

God will use natural events as well as invading armies, wicked nations "within and without" our BORDERS as the instruments of God's chastening. We read in the Old Testament that God chastened Israel in a similar way. "THE PLUNDERERS" are showing up; read the book of Lamentations - this is what is coming to America. This nation, as well as all individuals, will reap what has been sown; Galatians 6:7 America which was founded upon Christian principles, has become the habitation of devils. America (Babylon) has led the kings of the earth into fornication. Hatred of God, love of darkness, rebellion, bloodshed of multiplied millions of unborn children (shedding of innocent blood), and "friendship with the world" has made America God's enemy; see James 4:4.

President Obama is an instrument of God's judgment upon America; he will be used to bring God's chastening. The "Tea Party" movement is a noble effort, but it is only a "band aid" which has been laid upon a body with incurable cancer...We will have opportunities to share the Gospel as these judgments continue to unfold...God will gain the attention of the people, but most will still reject Him...Intercession from the saints should be in behalf of the multitudes who are in "the valley of decision"; Joel 3:14.

Pray for mercy over your loved ones, over the innocents, and ask God to bring the backsliders back to Him. Ask our Father to execute His righteous judgment upon the wicked; see Psalms 54, 56, 68, 143. Babylon is coming down!

(God's righteous judgments are His acts of mercy - He wants a harvest of souls!)

Terri
Transformation Three Days of Darkness

[part 2] Heavenly instructions for the 3 days of darkness

http://youtu.be/7wqE1T4HMI0

Heavenly – Instruction for the Three Days of Darkness
BE NICE TO EACH OTHER

Col 3:12-15
12 Therefore, as the elect of God, holy and beloved, put on tender mercies, kindness, humility, meekness, longsuffering; 13 bearing with one another, and forgiving one another, if anyone has a complaint against another; even as Christ forgave you, so you also must do. 14 But above all these things put on love, which is the bond of perfection.

NKJV

http://youtu.be/I71cY9Ysy5U

Sound Effect - If You Can't Say Something Nice, Don't Say Nothing At All (Thumper)

John 9:31-32
1 Now we know that God does not hear sinners; but if anyone is a worshiper of God and does His will, He hears him.

NKJV

**James 5:16**
The effective, **fervent** prayer of a righteous man avails much.

NKJV

**Col 3:2-3**
Let your mind on things above, not on things on the earth.
3 For you died, and your life is hidden with Christ in God.

NKJV

**James 4:4**
Adulterers and adulteresses! Do you not know that friendship with the world is enmity with God? Whoever therefore wants to be a friend of the world makes himself an enemy of God.

**1 John 3:7-9**
7 Little children, let no one deceive you. He who practices righteousness is righteous, just as He is righteous. 8 He who sins is of the devil, for the devil has sinned from the beginning. For this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that He might destroy
the works of the devil. 9 Whoever has been born of God does not sin, for His seed remains in him; and he cannot sin, because he has been born of God.

Ps 111:10

0 The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom;

NKJV

Acts 5:32

32 And we are His witnesses to these things, and so also is the Holy Spirit whom God has given to those who obey Him."

NKJV

Psalm 31:19

"The Blessing of God's Abundant Goodness":

19 Oh how great is thy goodness, which thou hast laid up for them that fear thee; which thou hast wrought for them that trust in thee before the sons of men!

John 14:12
12 “Most assuredly, I say to you, he who believes in Me, the works that I do he will do also; and greater works than these he will do, because I go to My Father. 13 And whatever you ask in My name, that I will do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son.

2 Cor 10:4-5
For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God for pulling down strongholds, 5 casting down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God, bringing every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ,

1 Cor 13:1-7
Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, but have not love, I have become sounding brass or a clanging cymbal. 2 And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries and all knowledge, and though I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, but have not love, I am nothing. 3 And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and though I give my body to be burned, but have not love, it profits me nothing.

4 Love suffers long and is kind; love does not envy; love does not parade itself, is not puffed up; 5 does not behave rudely,
does not seek its own, is not provoked, thinks no evil; 6 does not rejoice in iniquity, but rejoices in the truth; 7 bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things.

NKJV1

Peter 3:13-17

13 And who is he who will harm you if you become followers of what is good? 14 But even if you should suffer for righteousness' sake, you are blessed. "And do not be afraid of their threats, nor be troubled." 15 But sanctify the Lord God in your hearts, and always be ready to give a defense to everyone who asks you a reason for the hope that is in you, with meekness and fear; 16 having a good conscience, that when they defame you as evildoers, those who revile your good conduct in Christ may be ashamed. 17 For it is better, if it is the will of God, to suffer for doing good than for doing evil.

NKJV

James 4:11

11 Do not speak evil of one another, brethren. He who speaks evil of a brother and judges his brother, speaks evil of the law and judges the law.

NKJV
SPECIAL PRIVILEGES TO THE RIGHTEOUS WHO FEAR GOD

Ps 31:19
Oh, how great is Your goodness,
Which You have laid up for those who fear You, Which
You have prepared for those who trust in You In the
presence of the sons of men!
NKJV

Ps 11:5
5 The Lord tests the righteous,
But the wicked and the one who loves violence His
soul hates.
NKJV

Ps 33:18-19
Behold, the eye of the Lord is on those who fear Him,
On those who hope in His mercy,
19 To deliver their soul from death,
And to keep them alive in famine.
NKJV

Ps 34:15
The eyes of the Lord are on the righteous,
And His ears are open to their cry.
NKJV

Ps 34:9
Oh, fear the Lord, you His saints!
There is no want to those who fear Him.

Ps 34:17-18
17 The righteous cry out, and the Lord hears,
And delivers them out of all their troubles.
18 The Lord is near to those who have a broken heart,
And saves such as have a contrite spirit.

IN CONTRAST

Ps 66:18
18 If I regard iniquity in my heart,
The Lord will not hear.

NKJV
ARE WE THERE YET?

PLAY – The Rapture – (Are We There Yet) Final

Getting Prepared for the Rapture
PLAY - Word of Promise - John 1.1-5 - In the Beginning was the Word

PLAY - Word of Promise - Isaiah 55:8 My Ways are Not Your Ways
"[A]bout the time of the end, in all probability, a body of men will be raised up, who will turn their attention to the prophecies, and insist upon their literal interpretation in the midst of much clamor and opposition.[65]"

Gal 5:22-26

22 But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 23 gentleness, self-control. Against such there is no law. 24 And those who are Christ's have crucified the flesh with its passions and desires. 25 If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit. 26 Let us not become conceited, provoking one another, envying one another.

NKJV

Eph 5:8-11

8 For you were once darkness, but now you are light in the Lord. Walk as children of light 9 (for the fruit of the Spirit is in all goodness, righteousness, and truth), 10 finding out what is acceptable to the Lord.

NKJV

Luke 6:43-45

43 "For a good tree does not bear bad fruit, nor does a bad tree bear good fruit. 44 For every tree is known by its own fruit. For men do not gather figs from
thorns, nor do they gather grapes from a bramble bush. 45 A good man out of the good treasure of his heart brings forth good; and an evil man out of the evil treasure of his heart brings forth evil. For out of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaks.

NKJV

2 Cor 7:1

Therefore, having these promises, beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God.

NKJV

Proverbs 20:27

27 The spirit of a man is the lamp of the Lord, Searching all the inner depths of his heart.
Andrew Murray - Humility

“Humility is perfect quietness of heart. It is to expect nothing, to wonder at nothing that is done to me, to feel nothing done against me. It is to be at rest when nobody praises me, and when I am blamed or despised. It is to have a blessed home in the Lord, where I can go in and shut the door, and kneel to my Father in secret, and am at peace as in a deep sea of calmness, when all around and above is trouble.”

— Andrew Murray

further, you will submit to one another out of reverence for Christ”
MAIL NOTIFICATIONS

Precious Testimonies from Our Listeners

Posted on December 17, 2012 by John Barton

Radio Show Email List
Subscribe Now!

Radio Show Main Page
Go Here Now!

Give to the Poor (Matt 15:21)
Donate

About Me
Business Cards for Witnessing

Tribulation-Now Business Cards

Here are images of the Tribulation-Now Business Cards for witnessing to people. These cards are very easy to duplicate using Microsoft Publisher or by leveraging the included templates at Vista Print (www.vistaprint.com) as I did. If you create your own cards you can customize them with any text you wish, which can add to the message you are trying to convey to the lost.

Here is the Back Side of the cards.

http://www.tribulation-now.org/business-cards-for-witnessing/
If someone says, ‘I love God,’ but hates a Christian brother or sister, that person is a liar; for if we don’t love people we can see, how can we love God, whom we have not seen? (1 John 4:20) Here’s a sobering thought: God measures our love for Him by the love we show our brothers and sisters in every day fellowship with them. It is a serious thing to realize that our love for God just isn’t genuine if it fails the test of daily life with our fellow human beings. The same thing is true with humility. It is easy to think we humble ourselves before God. But humility before people is the only real proof that our humility before God is more than just a figment of our imagination. It is the only true evidence that humility has made a home in our hearts and become our nature. How can we know that we, like Christ, have made ourselves of no reputation? By the reality check of daily life. When in God’s presence humility has become more than just a feeling we have when we think about Him or pray, but instead the very Spirit of our lives, it will show itself in the way we treat our brothers and sisters.

This lesson is crucial. The only humility that really belongs to us is not what we try to show before God in prayer, but what we carry with us and live out when we get up off our knees. The insignificance of daily life is the test of eternity. It proves what Spirit really possesses us. It is in our unguarded moments when we show who we really are. To know the humble man, you have to follow him around and watch his daily life.
Isn’t that lesson exactly what Jesus taught? His great teachings about humility came when He saw the disciples arguing about who was greatest or the Pharisees competing for the place of honor at banquets and in synagogues. He taught again after He had given them an example by washing their feet. Humility before God is nothing if it isn’t proved by humility before men. Paul of course taught the same practical lesson. To the Romans, he wrote: “Love each other with genuine affection and take delight in honoring each other...Live in harmony with each other. Don’t try to act important, but enjoy the company of ordinary people. And don’t think you know it all!” (Romans 12:10,16). To the Corinthians, he said: “Love is not jealous or boastful or proud or rude. Love does not demand its own way” (1 Corinthians 13:4-5). There is no love except what grows from the root of humility! To the Galatians, Paul wrote: “For you have been called to freedom...freedom to serve one another in love...Let us not become conceited, or irritate one another, or be jealous of one another” (Galatians 5:13,26). To the Ephesians, right after those three wonderful chapters about living in Heavenly Realms, he said, “Be humble and gentle. Be patient with each other” (Ephesians 4:2). “And further, you will submit to one another out of reverence for Christ” (Ephesians 5:21). To the Philippians, Paul wrote: “Make me truly happy by agreeing wholeheartedly with each other, loving one another, and working together with one heart and purpose. Don’t be selfish; don’t live to make a good impression on others. Be humble, thinking of others as better than yourself...Your attitude should be the same as that Christ Jesus had...He made Himself nothing; He took the humble position of a slave and appeared in human form. And in human form He obediently humbled Himself even further by dying a criminal’s death on the cross” (Philippians 2:3, 5, 7-8).
2 Cor 10:4-5
For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God for pulling down strongholds, 5 casting down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God, **bringing every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ**, NKJV

2 Cor 7:1
Therefore, having these promises, beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, **perfecting holiness in the fear of God**.
NKJV

Gal 5:19-21
Now the works of the flesh are evident, which are: adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lewdness, 20 idolatry, sorcery, hatred, contentions, jealousies, **outbursts of wrath, selfish ambitions, dissensions**, heresies, 21 envy, murders, drunkenness, revelries, and the like; (...) that those who practice such things will not inherit the kingdom of God
NKJV

1 John 5:18
18 We know that whoever is born of God does not sin; but he who has been born of God keeps himself, and the wicked one does not touch him.

NKJV

PRACTICING RIGHTEOUSNESS

Eph 5:27
that He (JESUS) might present her (THE BRIDE) to Himself a glorious church (PHILADELPHIA), not having spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but that she should be holy and without blemish

NKJV

1 John 3:7-8
Little children, let no one deceive you. He who practices righteousness is righteous, just as He is righteous. 8 He who sins is of the devil

NKJV

2 Cor 10:4-5
For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God for pulling down strongholds, 5 casting down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God, bringing every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ.

NKJV

Col 3:5-6
Therefore put to death your members which are on the earth: fornication, uncleanness, passion, evil desire, and covetousness, which is idolatry. 6 Because of these things the wrath of God is coming upon the sons of disobedience

NKJV

Gal 5:19-21
Now the works of the flesh are evident, which are: adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lewdness, 20 idolatry, sorcery, hatred, contentions, jealousies, outbursts of wrath, selfish ambitions, dissensions, heresies, 21 envy, murders, drunkenness, revelries, and the like; (...) that those who practice such things will not inherit the kingdom of God

NKJV

ROMANS 12
ROMANS 13
FORGIVENESS
2 Cor 7:1
Therefore, having these promises, beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God.
NKJV

1 Peter 4:18
"If the righteous one is scarcely saved,
Where will the ungodly and the sinner appear?"
NKJV

Matt 5:6
6 Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, For they shall be filled.
NKJV

Rom 8:26-27
26 Likewise the Spirit also helps in our weaknesses. For we do not know what we should pray for as we ought, but the Spirit Himself makes intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered. 27 Now He who searches the hearts knows what the mind of the Spirit is, because He makes intercession for the saints according to the will of God.
NKJV

Acts 5:32
And we are His witnesses to these things, and so also is the Holy Spirit whom God has given to those who obey Him."

NKJV

Ps 98:7

Let the sea roar, and all its fullness, The world and those who dwell in it; 8 Let the rivers clap their hands; Let the hills be joyful together 9 before the LORD, For He is coming to judge the earth.

1 Cor 15:58

58 Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing that your labor is not in vain in the Lord.
NKJV

Prov 21:1-2

21 The king's heart is in the hand of the Lord,
Like the rivers of water; He turns it wherever He wishes.

NKJV

PROPHETIC WISDOM

"[A]bout the time of the end, in all probability, a body of men will be raised up, who will turn their attention to the prophecies, and insist upon their literal interpretation in the midst of much clamor and opposition.[65]"

"I DECLARE the abundant grace of God to surround me throughout the day in Jesus name"

"I DECLARE the Crystal River of Life to wash my soul scars away from me in Jesus name"

"I DECLARE the blood of the Lamb of God to wash my robe white and sanctify me"

"I DECLARE no weapon raised against me shall prosper, neither earthly nor spiritual, for who can be against me if God is for me"

"Thank you holy Father and mighty king Yeshua for this day. Help me bring just one more to the gates of the Kingdom. I am your bond servant, you are my God"
00 - Apocalyptic Bullet Points - Fast Reading Compilation

Sound Effect - Ding Sound
Sound Effect - Crowd Cheering
Sound Effect - Kids Booing
Sound Effect - Jeopardy - Dodo
Sound Effect - Buzzer
Sound Effect - Jeopardy Daily Double
Sound Effect - a LOSER - Price is Right Awww
Sound Effect - a WINNER - Applause Cheering Price is Right

- Planet X
- Nibiru
- Second Sun
- FEMA Camps
- FEMA Coffins
- Grey Aliens
• Alien Abductions
• FEMA Trains
• Mass Graves
• Nake Body Scanners
• Guillotines
• Mind Control Slaves
• Phil Shnieder, Dulce Wars
• Bob Lazar, Reverse Engineers Alien Space Craft
• Bruce Walton in Utah State Penentenary
• Disclosure Project
• Clifford Stone 58 Documented Species
• Georgia Guide Stones, Reduce Population to 500M
• Islamic Rise, Imam Mahdi
• False Messiahs
• Operation Garden Plot
• MK Ultra
• 911 Inside Job
• , Israeli MosadRejoicing at Collapse,
• Marvin Bush in charge of Securicom,
• AE911Truth,
• Building 7 collapses but not hit by a plane
• 7/7 Ripple Effect
• Establishment of NorthCOM
• Elimination of Posi Comittatus
• Russian, Chinese Troops on American Soil
• Denver Airport Underground Bunkers
• Horse of the Apocalypse
• Close Encounters of the Third Kind Coordinates
• Deep Underground Military Bases (DUMBS)
• CIA and Key Operations Relocation to Denver
• Atlantis, Lemuria
- Middle East Muslim Riots
- Public Video Surveillance Cameras
- Unified Global Control Grid
- World Government / NATO
- Presidential Directives 9-51
- National Defense Authorizations Act of 2012
- No Habius Corpus
- Extraordinary Rendition
- Military Industrial Complex
- Chemtrails
- High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP)
- Magneto Leviton Train Systems
- Genetically Modified GMO Foods
- Seed Vaults
- Terminator Seeds
- Codex Alimentarious
- Agenda 21
- Chip Implants
- Ancient Aliens / Annunaki
- Hidden Nukes,
- Micro Nukes
- (Bali Micro Nuke)
- Underwater Pyramids
- Foreign Troop Buildups
- Martial Law
- Project Blue Beam
- UFO’s around the Sun
- Hybridized humans
- Akhenaten Hieroglyphs
- Pyramid Shaped UFOs
- Super Soldiers, Nanotech
- Human Hybrids
- Financial Collapse, IMF Super-currency
- Disclosure Secrecy
- Zecharia Sitchin
- Corruption of the Human Genome
- Hybridized Humans
- Shape Shifting Reptilians
- Perfectly Possessed Humans
- Vibrational Shifts
- Mainstream Media UFO Reports
- CERN Accelerator
- God Particle
- Effects of a Rogue Planet
- Anti-Matter Accumulators
- Star Gates, Wormholes
- Spirals
- Asteroids, Comets
- Cosmic Disturbances
- UFO Wars in Earth’s Atmosphere
- Sun's Heliosphere, Neutrinos, Earth's Core, Earth's Magnetosphere
- 3rd Generation Night Vision Goggles
- Earth Wobbles, Elliptical Orbit
- Eccentricity of the Moon
- Aliens Races, Energy Orbs
- Strange Sounds, Sky Trumpets
- UFO FBI Documents
- Ecumenical Religious Initiatives
- Pole Shifts
- 5013C Government Church Controls
- Pleiadian Cosmic Visitations
- Global Seismic Indicators
- Rise of the New Ager Beliefs
- Indigo Children / Star Children
- Kundalini Spiritual Events
- Personal Angels
- Energy Orbs
- GWEN Towers
- Light Workers, Galactic Federation,
- Financial Collapse, Third Seal
- Media Front Loading
- Alien Movies, UFO Movies, Prophetic Movies
- Endless Distractions
- Earthquakes, Volcanos, Tornados, and Extended Winters
- Animal Die-Offs
- Pandemics, Manufactured Poisons, HIV, H7N9, Swine Flu, Ebola
- Pineal Gland Destruction
- Advanced Bioweapons Release
- Bizarre Chicken Behaviors on the Compound

**IT'S ALL ABOUT JESUS COMING FOR HIS BRIDE**
http://youtu.be/w-0TEJMJOhk

PLAY - Weird Al George Carlin Foil
Conspiracy Song
Johnny Baptist – Helicopter, You are On the Red List, Come out Now
Kenneth - NWO Military Train Helicopter Jet Chicken Adventure (version 2)
PROPHECY UPDATES

SOUND EFFECT - THX

Dolby Boom Boom Boom
GODLY WARNING PLEASE DISCERN

A real quick word to the wise heart, any of these prophecies and prophets could prove to be wrong or become incorrect at any time. There are also "non-prophetic" sources added to this document to add additional information for your discernment.

We All See Through the Mirror Dimly

1 Cor 13:12

For now we see in a mirror, dimly, but then face to face. Now I know in part, but then I shall know just as I also am known.

Tracking visions, dreams, and prophecies is always very challenging. Remember the devil seeks whom he may devour so we must always seek Jesus first, and trust in God alone, not "man".

If you decide to track the prophetic information from any of these sources, please watch and pray and remember that we must discern and measure all things against the Bible.

Deut 18:22

Please Commit the Verse to Memory

When a prophet speaks in the name of the Lord, if the thing does not happen or come to pass, that is the thing which the Lord has not spoken; the prophet has spoken it presumptuously; you shall not be afraid of him.

NKJV
WARNING to the BRIDE!!!

http://youtu.be/Hpx3wp0cwqE

278pikelk – Warning to the Bride (Three Days of Darkness, Harvest, Light Bodies, Great Tribulation)
The Bride’s Glorified Bodies

Transcript: "Warning to the Bride - 278pikelk 05/14/14I'm going to be obedient and put this message up. Lord led to Revelation 22, I will not leave you blind to what comes." My daughter, share this message with those who have ears to hear. Catastrophic events warned of by many of My messengers are coming to your once great nation and world soon. Not one will be shielded from seeing the destruction. Destruction will come from the elements: fire and water primarily, but you will also experience earthquakes and volcanoes throughout your earth. Outer space will begin colliding with your once great nation and the world like nothing you've ever witnessed in the past. Things will never go back to what you perceive as normal. Once these things start, the end of the earth as you've known it will have begun. Disasters that have taken place in the past and recent past will not hold a candle to what is coming, My Children. You will only have your memories of what once was. There will be three days of darkness where My Bride will be transformed into her new, incorruptible body. During this time she will be visible to others, but they will clearly see the changes taking place in My Bride. People will look on and off as My Bride puts on the new and discards the old. She will be given a new flesh, that is not flesh as you would recognize it as flesh: an incorruptible flesh. She will be given heightened awareness into the spiritual realm. She will be one in thought with the entirety of My Bride, and they will come together to receive their garments and their duties. There are many who will remain on this earth who My Bride will be in charge of turning towards their Creator. There will be an evil and a good. There will be evil and good hearts, and the good hearts will truly know their Father and will be able to see that MY Bride is of Me and that the others are imposters. My Bride are spirit-filled believers that have emptied their flesh of this world and fully surrendered to Me. They are My warriors for this time and will be warring for the hearts and minds left on this earth. To either eventually turn to Me, or to take the
mark of the beast. My Bride is very important and will lead many Home to Me. When they see the impostors - when people see the impostors - they will think that they are part of My Bride, but people with Me will quickly figure out the Truth. Warn people! The "people of light" are truly dark and they are put on this earth to be nothing but deceivers. There are very many believers who have never received My Holy Spirit or who have received My Holy Spirit but have quelled Him to where He has never been able to bring them along on their journey towards Me. There are many who believe in Me, but who have become entangled in false teachings and doctrines of men. They will not want to believe that this is the end. My Bride will have to educate them. There are millions and millions of people who know OF Me, but aren't seeking to know Me. My Bride will introduce her Groom. The job of the Bride will not be easy, but she will be equipped with her new and glorious body, filled with My supernatural Light and Love. The impostors - though children of light - will be filled with darkness sent to confuse and mislead humans, choosing Satan as their father, instead of their actual Father Creator. These impostors will be arriving on the scene soon. Most of the people of the world are completely unaware of all that is to come and will be totally taken by surprise. Just remember Children, that there is NO man good. Do not be deceived. Come to Me in prayer for all of your questions. The deceivers will try to place an impostor in front of you that is so real, if you did not know My Word you would be fooled. But many WILL be fooled. I must use My Bride to convince those that know of Me and just don't KNOW Me OR My Word not to fall for this great deception. My Children, I love you so! My Bride must know she will remain protected until she reveals herself in her new, uncorrupted body. My Bride needs to be aware of what is coming. I have chosen some very unlikely vessels to be My Bride. Do not doubt your worthiness, My Bride. Because NO one is worthy, but by the blood of the Lamb. Prepare for battle, My Bride."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hpx3wp0cwqE
Transformation Three Days of Darkness

Heavenly – Instruction for the Three Days of Darkness
JANUARY 5TH 2015?

LORD’S “PERFECT” SIGN

Job 11:7-9, Isaiah 40:18 = “WHO IS LIKE ME”

First three BLOOD MOONS of TETRAD not even seen in Jerusalem

X = TETRAD MIDPOINT
1/5/2015

1,461 Days 1,461 Days
1/4/2011 1/6/19
6/1/2011 8/11/18
7/1/2011 7/13/18
11/22/2011 2/15/18

90 90

Blood Moon →


“SUPERMOON”

Seen by “ALL” of Jerusalem

“only one”

BLOOD MOON

Center Bull’s Eye

Over Jerusalem

Directly

6/15/11

Pentacost

12/10/11

12/21/2010

3 2

1,122 1,299

1,299 1,122

1,122 4

7/27/18

5 1/21/18

1,299 1,122

1,477 Days 1,477 Days

No other TETRAD in History from 3,000 BC to 2013, 14, 15 AD Displays this PERFECT SYMMETRY

(“His Story”)
THE BLOOD MOON / GREAT TRIBULATION TIMELINE

Psalm 19

A Psalm of David.

1 The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of his hands.

2 Day after day they pour forth speech; night after night they reveal knowledge.

3 They have no speech, they use no words; no sound is heard from them.

4 Yet their voice goes out into all the earth, their words to the ends of the world.

In the heavens God has fixed a tent for the sun.

5 It is like a bridegroom coming out of his chamber, like a champion rejoiceing to run his course.

6 It rises at one end of the heavens and makes its circuit to the other; nothing is hidden from its heat.

SOLAR ECLIPSE

A Solar Eclipse occurs when the Moon passes between the Sun and Earth.

LUNAR ECLIPSE

A Lunar Eclipse occurs when the Moon passes through the Earth's shadow causing the moon.
PROPHETIC RECAPS 
TIME PERMITTING ONLY
RECAPS
PROPHECIES
WARNING... THE STRONG DELUSION IS AT HAND, THE ARMY OF LIGHT VERSUS THE ARMY OF DARKNESS

http://youtu.be/ZYyIAoQxSok

**Godshealer7** – Warning – The Strong Delusion is At Hand
Channel Deleted

Sara Fatou Traore - Damascus and War
http://youtu.be/CUaFVCnEn70

PLAY - 278pikelk - Warning 6-11-14 (Calamities, Fallen Angels Come to Rescue)
The Sarah Menet Timeline

- **Lybia Nukes Israel (Psalms 83)**
- **Other Nukes (Missiles and Ground)**
  - Israel -> Iran?
  - North Korea -> USA
  - Russia -> USA?
- **Financial Collapse**
- **Chemical, Biological Attacks**
- **Disease, Riots, Chaos, Mayhem, Starvation**
- **EMP Attack (USA and Israel)**
- **Horrible Winter (Three Days Darkness?)**
- **Harvest, Glory Light**
- **Final Nuclear Destruction (Babylon the Great)**
- **RAPTURE**
- **FIRST TRUMPET - EARTH BURNS**
REMINDERS

Clock - 11-6
The Vision of the 12 Houses

(by C. Alan Martin 1971)

C. Alan Martin had a vision back in 1971 prophetically depicting 12 presidents of the United States. The “LAST” President was unknown to him even after updating the information in the late 90’s. We know today that the “LAST” President would have been Barack Obama. This is what the prophecy says about this 12th House or President.

House 12 President: ?

This is the last house that I saw in this vision of the night. After this house was a dirt path that lead toward a collection of boulders arraigned in a semi circle which reminded me of a place where a trial was held and judgment rendered. In another dream which took place during the millennial age, I was standing among these rock looking at the ruins of a world rocked by the \textit{great} tribulation. In the ruins of these boulders I found a witch doll. I knew immediately that one (sic) of the reasons that the USA was judged was because she had gone after the occult and witchcraft.
Across from the path after house #12 was a new row of houses stretching off into the distance. These I believe are the rulers of the land that Jesus will set up during the millennium.

In the vision of the night (after I saw the star fall to the earth)

[Note: Could this be the Puerto Rico Comet event?]
I heard a voice say “Look to the east”. I began to turn and fully expected to see Jesus coming in the clouds. As I turned I saw the clouds part and I saw the blood moon and the dark sun.

[Note: This is the Sixth Seal Rev 6:12-17]
Both of these are symbolic of judgment being levied on a nation and the fall of a nation. I continued turning to the east and saw the ancient army approaching from the east through the yards of all the houses of the presidents.

[Note: This is Russia and China moving / conquering from the East to West and USA, Gog/Magog Ezekiel 38, 39]
It was then that I ran down to join this army in the yard of the house of Nixon. This was 1971, the year I was saved. Immediately the scene changed and I was in the middle of a city in gray ruins. I saw a man emerge from what I perceived to be a “temple fortress” who was dressed in a diplomatic suit and carrying a briefcase. A voice said “He claims to be God, but is of devil”.

[Note: This is Obama, the Antichrist]
Then the dream ended.
BAD THINGS TO COME UPON AMERICA
OBAMA TO SUSPEND THE 2016 ELECTIONS

http://youtu.be/PCI2RYeRhJo

Sid Roth – Glenda Jackson – Obama to Suspend the 2016 Elections
PROPHET GEORGE PENNICUF

http://youtu.be/AJCvnqi153c

TruNews – George Pennicuf – Obama is the Antichrist, Persecution & Evil is Coming
The TD Hale Dream Locks these Events to 2016

Moreover we have the prophetic dream given to pastor TD Hale in December of 2011 showing the nuclear destruction of the United States WHILE Obama is in the Office of the President. Here is a LINK to the dreams in text format. Hale not only saw the destruction of the US (burnt from end to end, totally destroyed) but he also saw the aftermath with people hiding from the FEMA police and soldiers. He also saw the FEMA prison camps in operation and saw the “trains” (FEMA Trains) at those facilities used to transport the victims to their fate.

Here is the audio clip from the TruNews Show.

Please Note: It is crucially important to note, with the exception of the Obama Presidency timeline, the TD Hale dream matches the testimony of many other Godly sources including:

- AA Alan's Vision from 1954
- Dimitru Duduman's Visitation from 1983
- Henry Gruver's Vision from the late 80's

There are others as well. To listen to these testimonies you can go to this page (Apocalyptic Signs – Prophecies and Predictions HERE.)

TD Hale – Thermonuclear War – 1
TD Hale – FEMA Camps – 2
TD Hale – Chaos and Truman Balcony – 3
TD Hale – Obama Shoots the Eagle White House - 4
The Third Secret of Fatima

Evidently, according to this author (below), Father Malachi Martin reported that the Third Secret of Fatima was ultimately the Rev 6:12-14 “pole shift” and the First Trumpet CME (solar flare). The most amazing part is that this is reportedly to happen by 2017 Fatima author Father Malachi Martin has said that “the Third Secret is your worst nightmare, multiplied exponentially.”

(\url{http://www.tldm.org/News10/MalachiMartinBelievedInBayside.htm}) In an interview with Art Bell in 1997, he explained that “I was shown the Text of the third secret in February 1960. I cooled my
heels in the corridor outside the Holy Father’s apartments, while my Boss, Cardinal Bea, was inside debating with the Holy Father (Pope John XXIII), and with a other group of other bishops and priests, and two young Portuguese seminarians, who translated the letter, a single page, written in Portuguese..... on the content of the Third Secret, Sister Lucy one day replied: ‘It’s in the Gospel, and in the Apocalypse, read them.’ We even know that one day Lucy indicated Chapters 8, 13 of the Apocalypse. (http://garabandalnews.overblog.com/2014/01/fatima-3rd-secret-and-facts.html)

Father Martin said of the fulfillment of the Third Secret that these events are “not 200 years away, it is not 50 years away, it is not 20 years away...” He expressed the view that major portions of end times events would be underway before the centennial of the Marian apparitions **(before May 13, 2017.)**

**The Sixth Seal**
Great Earthquakes,
Three Days of Darkness,
and
Pole Shift
Multiple Blood Moon Tetrad High Holy Days

While solar and lunar eclipses are common occurrences and for the most part have no great prophetic significance, when they fall on the biblical Feast days, we should pay close attention. In Revelation 6:12, the Bible declares that the sun will become black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon as red as blood. Most scholars believe this important end-times sign is speaking of solar and lunar eclipses. The significance of a total solar eclipse or total lunar eclipse, if it happened on one of God’s Feast days would be a powerful message. Knowing this, be advised there are four total blood moons coming, back to back, right in a row, all falling on Feast days. Equally incredible is how within the very same timeframe, two solar eclipses are scheduled to arrive. Read that again and let the significance of these comments sink in. Prophetically speaking, we are talking about the equivalent of six grand-slam homeruns in a row—a mathematical improbability that stands out against the randomness of natural cycles and strongly suggests a miraculous sign or “omen” of intelligent design is coming. Of significance to this book is how these “grand slams” are set to unfold between the years 2012–2016, specifically 2014 and 2015.
CAST INTRO (wow, not normal)

Chemtrails, Fallen Angels, Cataclysmic Weather, Shape Shifters, Alien Abductions, GFOL, H1N7, Babylon, Daniel 11:44-45, Comets, Tsunamis, Typhoons, Animal Kills

- Planet X Second Sun
- Cataclysmic Weather
- Animal Kills World Wide
- Strange Sounds
- Galactic Federation of Light / Alien Demons
- World War III Looming
- US Government Caught in Lies
Timeline Update:

Critical Thinking

SOUND EFFECT - DRAMATIC INTRO

- **COMET TSUNAMI** – Puerto Rico / East Coast USA
- **NORTH KOREA TURING POINT:** N. Korea attacks USA & South Korea / Nuke Ed Dames
- **US ATTACKS SYRIA:** Daniel 11:44-45 Prophecies
- **FALSE FLAG EVENT:** California Nuke / Megaquake – Brown Bag Golden Gate Event
- **ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE:** "I Shall Silence Mans Machines?" (Godshealer7)
- **THE THIRD SEAL:** Financial Collapse - Martial Law
- **ISRAEL ATTACKS IRAN:** Israel WILL attack Fordow Facility (Tactical Nukes)
• **OBAMA RATIFIES PEACE DEAL** - TD Hale, Earthquakes, Tsunamis

• Puerto Rico Comet / Earthquakes Go Global – Ripple Effect Outward / Comets / Tsunamis

• **THE SIXTH SEAL** - Three Days of Darkness / Joel 2 / Isaiah 13, Psalm 91, Final Harvest

• **RUSSIA NUKES THE USA / RAPTURE**
HOTTEST NEWS

SOUND EFFECT - BREAKING NEWS CAST INTRO (wow, not normal)
RUSSIANS DISABLE U.S. GUIDED MISSILE DESTROYER

Incident skipped over by the Pentagon-friendly corporate media

by KURT NIMMO | INFOWARS.COM | NOVEMBER 13, 2014

In April of this year, the USS Donald Cook was disabled while on patrol in the Black Sea by an unarmed Russian bomber.

A Russian Su-24 buzzed the ship and “disabled all radars, control circuits, systems, information transmission, etc. on board the US destroyer. In other words, the all-powerful Aegis system, now hooked up — or about to be — with the defense systems installed on NATO’s most modern ships was shut down,” reports the Voltaire Network.

The guided missile destroyer represents the cutting edge of U.S. military technology. It carries Tomahawk cruise missiles with a range of up to 1,500 kilometers, missiles capable of carrying nuclear explosives. The ship carries 56 Tomahawk missiles in standard mode and 96 missiles in attack mode. It is also equipped with the latest Aegis Combat System.

‘In Jesus’ Mighty Name!’: Men Perform Apparent Exorcism Attempt Outside Texas Starbucks — and There’s Video

Nov 11, 2014 12:41pm  |  Billy Hallowell

A Reddit user posted video of what appears to be an attempted exorcism that recently unfolded outside of a Starbucks coffee shop in Austin, Texas.

The user, who goes by the name “Umgar,” said that the java spot is home to frequent customer-led Bible study groups and prayer meetings, but that this gathering was quite different.

“This is the first time I’ve seen something like this though,” Umgar wrote. “I watched for a while besides what’s on the video because at first I thought it was a joke, prank, or film project — nope!”

In a short clip posted to Vidme and shared on Reddit a group of individuals can be seen sitting around a man who appears to be in a trance.

They invoke Jesus’ name, among other sentiments, as they seemingly attempt to expel an “evil spirit” from him.

“All your legions of poison. All your legions out — out. All your legions of poison out! In Jesus’ mighty name,” one individual in the group can be seen telling the entranced individual. “By the blood of Jesus Christ you have no legal ground to be in here … you have to leave … you can’t trespass on the cross!”

The supposedly afflicted man seemed to be spitting into a cup as the guys around him continued what appeared to be a deliverance ceremony.

Exorcism Performed In Front of Starbucks [VIDEO]

http://youtu.be/EatDcaBM1HY

Exorcism Performed In Front of Starbucks (Real Christians)
"I was in the desert alone, lost. As far as the horizon, there was nothing in sight but sand. I felt the sand on my bare feet. Then I saw something extraordinary. In the midst of that barrenness, an immense wooden cross emerged from the earth, rising up with sand spilling from it back to earth."

So begins a dream narrative posted by Bosnian Muslim teenager Emina Emilonic. A dream about Jesus.

It continues: "I felt then a spectator in my own dream, and the sight of the cross gave me neither fear nor joy. But I was a curious and began moving, almost floating, towards it, the most magnificent... thing I'd ever seen or imagined, and as I came closer to the cross, I suddenly saw a man walking toward me: a broad-shouldered, long-striding man, with a dark complexion, long hair, and wearing a white robe.

"And just as suddenly I ceased to be a witness to my dream, I was in it, walking toward the man walking toward me. I knew him immediately. He was Jesus. Without knowing why, I fell to my knees. He stood over me and touched my face with his right hand."

Posted at the Catholic Thing website, such accounts of encounters with Jesus through dreams and visions increasingly are being reported, according to Pastor Frank Costenbader, founder of Manifold Hope Ministries, publisher of the Isa Dreams website.

Isa is an Arabic name corresponding to Jesus that is found in the Quran.

"The number of Isa dreams has seemed to grow tremendously since 2000, and in 2005 it seems to have kicked into another gear," Costenbader said. "There has been an explosion of testimonies on the Web in the past two years about people encountering Jesus in dreams and subsequently becoming followers of Jesus."

Johnny Baptist – Helicopter, You Are on the Red List, Come Out Now
JOKE TIME:

KENNETH

WHY DID THE CHICKEN CROSS THE ROAD?

JOHN:

Because it needed the exercise?
<Buzzer>

It wanted a change of scenery?
<Buzzer>

It wanted to catch the bus into town?
<Buzzer>

KENNETH:

Because it wanted to get to the other side!!

<Punch Line Drum>
AS IN THE
DAYS
OF
NOAH
Since about six weeks, there is a mysterious weird noise plaguing residents of NW Atlanta.

People describe it as sounding like a tornado siren roughly. So what's the heck?

The noise is perceived by neighbors in three different developments in northwest Atlanta. According to officials, more than 1,000 neighbors in the Dupont Commons, Adams Crossing and Hills Park neighborhoods have experienced the strange sounds.

According to witnesses, it rings maybe 10 times a day, late at night, at all hours... A weird alarm clock isn't it?

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF GLADIATOR

EXODUS
GODS AND KINGS

DECEMBER 12
Complete 9,000-year-old extinct bison uncovered in Siberia

BERLIN, GERMANY (BNO NEWS) — A complete, frozen carcass of a Steppe bison that lived approximately 9,300 years ago has been discovered in Russia’s Far East, Russian and American scientists announced on Thursday. It is the most complete find yet of the animal which became extinct thousands of years ago.

The frozen carcass, which has been named the Yukagir bison mummy, was recently uncovered in the Yana-Indigirka Lowland of Eastern Siberia. The carcass has a complete brain, heart, blood vessels and a digestive system, making it the most complete find to date for this species, although some of its organs have shrunk over time.
Seth Shostak, director of the Center for SETI Research, wants us to answer a very important question: assuming we can overcome the logistic and technological obstacles and get a message to extraterrestrials, how can we be sure that message will be comprehensible to them? He writes:

"What's the best way to make a message understandable to minds that might be organized in ways far different than our own? Some argued that any society with the kit necessary for detecting broadcasts from Earth will have mastered mathematics and chemistry. We should use these as touchstones to encode our messages. But try writing an essay about love or local government using only mathematical symbols, and you'll quickly discover that this isn't easy (and seldom poetic) …

But a linguist precipitated on this parade by noting that — given the uncertainties about why Homo sapiens even has language (is it merely a talent conferred by a random genetic mutation that hit our species 150,000 years ago?), there's no guarantee that the extraterrestrials will be blessed with the gift of gab. They might not have language any more than we have a great sense of smell."

http://mysteriousuniverse.org/2014/11/how-should-we-talk-to-extraterrestrials
CHRISTIAN GROUP RECEIVES DEATH THREATS FOLLOWING LGBT GROUP 'HATE' REPORT

The Washington, D.C.-based Human Rights Campaign, the world's largest LGBT pressure group, has issued a report along with scare-videos called "The Export of Hate" that targets Christian conservatives who work on LGBT issues overseas. The targeted Christians are calling foul.

Pastor Scott Lively claims, "HRC has targeted me for murder." He published death threats he says have come as a result of the report. One emailer told Lively, "...please let him know we are waiting for a moment when he is alone, then we will take him to the woods, rip out his throat and show him videos from youtube where he has caused misery and suffering to the gay people of the world, then we will put a hungry rat into his throat and film it on youtube. time is coming soon."

Another emailer told Lively, "I would love to see an angry crowd kick you in the balls until you rupture, then cut your tongue out with a knife & shove it down your throat!"

The HRC report accuses Lively of saying there is a global "war between Christians and homosexuals" and that "homosexuality is a personality disorder."

Like many others on the list, Lively's group is quite small; it lists its annual budget at just over $90,000. Contrast this with HRC's annual $50 million.

HRC has also targeted Peter LaBarbera, whose Americans for Truth about Homosexuality nets roughly $110,000 per year. According to HRC, LaBarbera's crime is saying that children would be better off in a single parent family than being raised by two gay men because you're not modeling homosexual behavior.

SIGNS IN SUN MOON AND STARS SEAS ROARING
Arctic Sea Ice Extent At Its Highest Level In Over A Decade

- Arctic Sea Ice Extent At Its Highest Level In Over A Decade (Real Science, November 15, 2014):

![Graph showing sea ice extent in recent years](http://ocean.dmi.dk/arctic/old_icecover.uk.php)

Sea ice extent in recent years (in million km²) for the northern hemisphere, as a function of date.

http://ocean.dmi.dk/arctic/old_icecover.uk.php

With Antarctic sea ice at a record high, northern hemisphere snow cover near a record high, and Arctic sea ice at a decadal high, government climate experts say that it is the hottest year ever.

DETROIT (CBS Atlanta/AP) — The Arctic chill is gripping the Rockies and Upper Midwest — and it’s crawling east.

Sharp drops in temperature are expected in other parts of the U.S. in the coming days, thanks to a powerful weather system that hit Alaska with hurricane-force winds over the weekend before blanketing several states in snow.

CBS News reports that all 50 states will see freezing temperatures.

A look at the system and its effects:

http://atlanta.cbslocal.com/2014/11/13/all-50-states-will-see-freezing-temperatures/
Weather – CBS News – Deep Freeze Moves East

Planet X – Rogue Planet (4) – Gradual Climate Change, Long Winters (2:03)
FEBRUARY 7, 1950

Take care of the animals during these days. I am the Creator and Preserver of all animals as well as man. I shall give you a few signs beforehand, at which time you should place more food before them. I will preserve the property of the elect, including the animals, for they shall be in need of sustenance afterwards as well. Let no one go across the yard, even to feed the animals—he who steps outside will perish! Cover your windows carefully. My elect shall not see My wrath. Have confidence in Me, and I will be your protection. Your confidence obliges Me to come to your aid.

The hour of My coming is near! But I will show mercy. A most dreadful punishment will bear witness to the times. My angels, who are to be the executioners of this work, are ready with their pointed swords! They will take special care to annihilate all those who mocked Me and would not believe in My revelations.

Hurricanes of fire will pour forth from the clouds and spread over the entire earth! Storms, bad weather, thunderbolts and earthquakes will cover the earth for two days. An uninterrupted rain of fire will take place!

**It will begin during a very cold night.** All this is to prove that God is the Master of Creation. Those who hope in Me, and believe in My words, have nothing to fear because I will not forsake them, nor those who spread My message. No harm will come to those who are in the state of grace and who seek My mother’s protection.

That you may be prepared for these visitations, I will give you the following signs and instructions: The night will be very cold. The wind will roar. After a time, thunderbolts will be heard. Look at all the doors and windows. Talk to no one outside the house. Kneel down before a crucifix, be sorry for your sins, and beg My Mother’s protection. Do not look during the earthquake, because the anger of God is holy! Jesus does not want us to behold the anger of God, because God’s anger must be contemplated with fear and trembling.

Those who disregard this advice will be killed instantly. The wind will carry with it poisonous gases which will be diffused over the entire earth. Those who suffer and die innocently will be martyrs and they will be saved.
EMP NO ELECTRICITY (US & ISRAEL)

I sensed that the electricity had failed everywhere and that nothing was running throughout the country, including any of the communication systems. I watched people throw rocks through windows to steal TV’s that would not work and thought it was very strange.

While I watched all this happening in the United States, my view instantly jumped back to the Middle East, and I saw the same thing taking place in Israel. The same sores and the same types of sickness and disease that were plaguing the U.S. had also been unleashed in Israel. The switch in view only lasted an instant, and I was back in the United States.

HORRIBLE WINTER

There was a tremendously long winter that caught everyone by surprise following the siege of sickness. It started early and lasted into the summer months. A famine had begun over the few years leading up to the long winter because of storms, droughts, floods and other plagues that had taken place; and the abnormally long cold period seemed to cause the famine to suddenly increase to its full measure.

In the period of time following the disease, which was quickly followed by the long winter, things started going down hill very quickly. Events piled up one on top of another without any breaks.

(SENSE OF TIMING OFF)

My sense of timing was not very clear at this moment; however because I was seeing several things happening all at the same time or very close together.
THIRD SEAL
FINANCIAL COLLAPSE
Russia Braces for 'Catastrophic' Drop in Oil Prices

By Stepan Kravchenko and Henry Meyer  Nov 14, 2014 8:28 AM ET  400 Comments  Email

President Vladimir Putin said Russia’s economy, battered by sanctions and a collapsing currency, faces a potential “catastrophic” slump in oil prices.

Such a scenario is “entirely possible, and we admit it,” Putin told the state-run Tass news service before attending this weekend’s Group of 20 summit in Brisbane, Australia, according to a transcript e-mailed by the Kremlin today. Russia’s reserves, at more than $400 billion, would allow the country to weather such a turn of events, he said.

Crude prices have fallen by almost a third this year, undercutting the economy in Russia, the world’s largest energy exporter. Even the central bank’s forecast of zero growth next year may be in danger as the International Energy Agency forecasts a deepening rout in oil prices as the market enters a period of weaker demand.

WARS

And Rumors of Wars

Behold a Pale Horse
OBAMA’S SYRIA STRATEGY REVIEW FOCUSES ON ISIS, ASSAD GOVT

War in Syria was always about removing Assad to Turkey’s benefit

Unhappy with the results of the fight against Islamic State militants, President Barack Obama has reportedly ordered a review of America’s strategy – one that could include the removal of Syrian President Bashar Assad.

In a report published by CNN, numerous senior officials and diplomats said Obama’s national security team has conducted multiple meetings over the last week to discuss the situation in the Middle East. Specifically, they are trying to determine just what kind of action may need to be taken in Syria in order to defeat the Islamic State (IS) or ISIS/ISIL.

“The president has asked us to look again at how this fits together,” one senior official told the network. “The long running Syria problem is now compounded by the reality that to genuinely defeat ISIL, we need not only a defeat in Iraq but a defeat in Syria.”

According to CNN, the White House is considering a variety of proposals, each with its own obstacles to overcome. The Obama administration has requested $500 million to train and equip what it calls moderate rebels in Syria, but so far it has yet to find adequate partners and has not started vetting potential groups.

There have been discussions of a no-fly zone near the border of Turkey and Syria, but these talks have also yet to bear fruit.

http://www.infowars.com/obamas-syria-strategy-review-focuses-on-isis-assad-govt
Russia flexes muscles with long-range bomber flights near U.S. shores

Russia takes to the Skies

(CNN) – Russia plans to send long-range bombers to the Gulf of Mexico in what appears to be Moscow’s latest provocative maneuver in its increasingly frosty relations with the West.

Defense Minister Sergey Shoigu said Wednesday that “we have to maintain (Russia’s) military presence in the western Atlantic and eastern Pacific, as well as the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico” – including sending bombers “as part of the drills.”

It’s an argument U.S. officials don’t seem to be buying.

“We do not see the security environment as warranting such provocative and potentially destabilizing activity,” a senior Obama...
Russia is in possession of strategic nuclear weapons far more advance than the United States, and it will continue to lead the game with its new generation of missiles, according to a comprehensive report from the Russian political newspaper, PRAVDA. Indeed, if World War 3 erupts, Russian Vladimir Putin will win hands down, the report suggested.

The report titled Russia Prepares Nuclear Surprise for NATO, claims that Russia was able to amass its massive nuclear power because the U.S. had been dismissive and neglectful of achieving innovations in decades after winning the Cold War. Specifically, the U.S. had closed the possibility of developing high-precision long-range weapons that could eradicate enemies even without coming to direct contact. But Russia never stops innovating despite much criticism and the more accepted notion that the country is weak and the west is superior. At this point, Russia has "long-range cruise missiles of a new generation that will soon be deployed on submarines of the Black Sea Fleet and missile ships of the Caspian Flotilla," PRAVDA stated.

And not only that - Russia's tactical nuclear weapons are far more superior to that of NATO's, the report said. NATO's member countries have only 290 tactical weapons. The U.S. has 200 with an overall capacity of 18 megatons - located in Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands and Turkey. France has 60 atomic bombs, as outlined by the report. "Russia, according to conservative estimates, has 5,000 pieces of different classes of tactical nuclear weapons "from Iskander warheads to torpodo, aerial and artillery warheads," the report from PRAVDA highlighted.

http://au.ibtimes.com/articles/572838/20141115/russia-nuclear-weapons-war-vladimir-putin.org#.VGkp0PnF98H
Pentagon Studies Reveal Major Nuclear Problems

By DAVID E. SANGER and WILLIAM J. BROAD  NOV. 13, 2014

WASHINGTON — The Pentagon will have to spend billions of dollars over the next five years to make emergency fixes to its nuclear weapons infrastructure, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel will announce on Friday, after two separate Pentagon studies concluded that there are “systemic problems across the nuclear enterprise,” according to senior defense officials.

The reports are a searing indictment of how the Air Force’s and Navy’s aging nuclear weapons facilities, silos and submarine fleet have been allowed to decay since the end of the Cold War. A broad review was begun after academic cheating scandals and the dismissal of top officers for misbehavior, but it uncovered far more serious problems.

For example, while inspectors obsessed over whether every checklist and review of individual medical records was completed, they ignored huge problems, including aging blast doors over 60-year-old silos that would not seal shut and, in one case, the discovery that the crews that maintain the nation’s 450 intercontinental ballistic missiles had only a single wrench that could attach the nuclear warheads.

“They started FedExing the one tool” to three bases spread across the country, one official familiar with the contents of the reports said Thursday. No one had checked in years “to see if new tools were being made,” the official said. This was one of many maintenance problems that had “been around so long that no one reported them anymore.”

Senior officials said they were trying to determine how much the emergency repairs would cost. “It will be billions” over the next five years, one official said, “but not $20 or $30 billion.”

ISIS Blows Up Egypt-Jordan Gas Pipeline

The pipeline through Sinai exports Egypt's natural gas to Jordan, Syria and Lebanon. Jordan is in the anti-ISIS coalition.

By Dalit Halevy
First Publish: 11/15/2014, 6:45 PM

The Islamic State's Sinai Peninsula terror organization, which was named Ansar Bayt al-Makdas until it swore allegiance to Islamic State (aka ISIS), has blown up the pipeline carrying gas from Egypt to Jordan.

The pipeline, which is 1,200 km long, and was built at a cost of $1.2 billion, is used for exporting natural gas to Jordan, Syria and Lebanon. In the past, it was repeatedly attacked by Islamist terror groups, until Egypt's gas exports to Israel were halted.

The Islamic State's Sinai Peninsula notified the press that it would not allow gas to be exported to Jordan unless ISIS head Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi allowed it. It said that the attack was a response to Jordan's participation in the military coalition against ISIS.

The group's spokesman said in a video message that it would continue the jihad against the Egyptian army and its collaborators, since the liberation of Palestine can only be realized after Egypt's President Abdel Fatah al-Sis is eliminated.

Al-Baghdadi published an audio tape several days ago, in which he exhorted Muslims the world over to fulfill the commandment of jihad and fight against all of the countries that have joined the coalition against ISIS.
Putin walks out of G20 summit 'to sleep'

Brisbane meeting ends with Russian leader leaving hours before close in apparent snub at being criticised over Ukraine.

Last updated: 18 Nov 2014 17:03

Russian President Vladimir Putin has left the G20 summit in Brisbane early after he came under intense pressure from the West over Moscow's alleged support for separatist fights in eastern Ukraine.

The two-day summit, which gathered the leaders of the world's largest economies in Brisbane, ended on Sunday evening, with Putin exiting the Australian city hours earlier.

Putin said his decision to fly home had nothing to do with tensions over Ukraine, saying he had a long flight and wanted to catch up on some sleep ahead of a full day's work on Monday.

"We need nine hours to fly from here to Vladivostok and another nine hours from Vladivostok to Moscow," he said in comments reported by the RIA Novosti news agency.

"Then we need to get home and return to work on Monday. There is a need to sleep at least four to five hours."

The agenda of the summit focused on economic growth but was, to some extent, overshadowed by the tension over Ukraine.

Leaders at the event, who included US President Barack Obama and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping, committed to reform measures aimed at lifting their collective growth by an extra 2.1 percent by 2018.

"This will add more than $2 trillion to the global economy and create millions of jobs," the leaders said in the summit communiqué.

The fact that the Russian President left before the official communiqué announcement could be seen as a snub, Al Jazeera's Andrew Thomas, reporting from Brisbane, said.

ISIL beheads Syria troops and US aid worker

US confirms footage showing killing of at least 12 Syrian military officers and US aid worker Peter Kassig is authentic.

Last updated: 18 Nov 2014 22:39

The US has said a video circulated online showing members of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) group beheading several Syrian soldiers and US aid worker Peter Kassig is authentic.

The footage, released and confirmed by Washington on Sunday, showed the beheading of at least 12 people whom ISIL said were pilots and officers in Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s military.

Kassig, a 26-year-old from the state of Indiana, converted to Islam and changed his name to Abdul-Rahman during his captivity.

US President Barack Obama confirmed the death of Kassig, calling his beheading “pure evil.”

“Abdul-Rahman was taken from us in an act of pure evil by a terrorist group that the world rightly associates with inhumanity.” Obama said in a statement released aboard Air Force One as he flew home from a G20 summit in Australia.

Before beheading one of the men in the video, a masked man says: “To Obama, the dog of Rome, today we are slaughtering the soldiers of Bashar and tomorrow we are slaughtering your soldiers.

“And with god’s permission we will break this final and last crusade.”
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China and the United States Are Preparing for War

Despite the Obama-Xi handshake deal, the probability of confrontation will only heighten as long as the PLA remains a black box.

BY MICHAEL PILLSBURY | NOVEMBER 13, 2014

At a Nov. 12 news conference in Beijing, General Secretary of the Communist Party Xi Jinping and U.S. President Barack Obama agreed to notify the other side before major military activities, and to develop a set of rules of behavior for sea and air encounters, in order to avoid military confrontations in Asia. “It’s incredibly important that we avoid inadvertent escalation,” Ben Rhodes, a U.S. deputy national security advisor, was quoted by the Wall Street Journal as saying. An “accidental circumstance,” he said, could “lead into something that could precipitate conflict.”

http://wwwforeignpolicycom/articles/2014/11/13/china_us_preparing_for_war_handshake_deal_pla_military_pentagon
PESTILIENCE AND FAMINE
PLAGUES & PESTILENCES: The Netherlands Have Ban Nationwide Poultry Transportation Over “Highly Pathogenic” Bird Flu Strain That Can Be Transmitted To Humans – No Details Released About The Exact Variant Of Avian Influenza!

NOV 16, 2014 by ANDRE HEATH in DISEASES

November 16, 2014 - THE NETHERLANDS - The Netherlands has discovered a “highly pathogenic” bird flu virus that can be transmitted to humans. The authorities have banned poultry transport throughout the country.

The strain of avian influenza, or bird flu, was found at a battery poultry farm in the village of Hekendorp, in the central province of Utrecht (population 300,000 people), late on Saturday, according to authorities.

“This highly pathogenic variant of avian influenza is very dangerous for bird life,” the government said in a statement. “The disease can be transmitted from animals to humans.”

No details have been released about the exact strain of bird flu the Netherlands is dealing with, but it’s known the variant endangers birds and is lethal for chickens.

The farm’s 150,000 hens are now being slaughtered, Dutch authorities said, adding that they are also applying protective measures for the people, who came into direct contact with the infected poultry.

St. Louis Schools – Townships Warn Residents to STOCK UP ON WATER, FOOD, MEDICINE Before #MikeBrown Decision

Posted by JimHoft on Thursday, November 13, 2014, 9:50 AM

St. Louis area schools and townships are warning residents to stock up on water, food and medicine before the Mike Brown court decision.

Local officials fear a violent response to the St. Louis County Court's decision.

Over three dozen businesses were vandalized and looted during the Ferguson rioting in August.

The City of Berkeley, near Ferguson, released this statement warning residents to stock up on water, food and medicine before the verdict is announced.

*Make sure you have plenty of bottled water (2 gallons per person per day), and non-perishable, easy-to-access food in case you cannot get to a local store for a few days.

EBOLA

>> Pestilence – Fidockave213 – Ebola Compilation
CDC director Frieden: We’re ‘nowhere near out of the woods’ with Ebola

November 18, 2014 at 8:49 PM EST

Hospital officials in Omaha, Nebraska, are preparing to treat a surgeon who was reportedly infected with the Ebola virus while treating patients in Sierra Leone, where the outbreak continues to be dire. In Liberia, infections rates seem to be slowing, but cases have emerged in Mali. Jeffrey Brown gets an update from CDC director Dr. Tom Frieden about Ebola in West Africa and the U.S.

SARAH MENET VISION

THIRD SEAL - FINANCIAL COLLAPSE

The next thing that came to me was more felt than seen. It was the understanding that shortly after the crashing of the buildings in New York City, commerce ceased. Shopping and buying seemed to stop, and the economy failed throughout the world. Few had any money at all, and those who did have it could not buy anything of worth with it. Gold and silver and other commodities had value and could be traded.

CHEMICAL ATTACKS

I then saw a man walk into a middle of a crowd of people and drop what seemed like a quart jar full of liquid. The jar broke and the liquid spread. I understood that people nearby had become infected with a disease from the liquid, and they didn’t even know it.

A day or two later the people became sick and started dying. I saw that this would happen in four particular cities: New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Salt Lake City.

The disease started with white blisters, some the size of a dime, appearing the hands, arms and face of the victims. The blisters quickly developed into white puffy sores. Those with the disease would stumble around and fall over dead. Many died within a short time, perhaps 24 hours.

EBOLA
I also saw other people with a flu-like virus that spread more quickly than the first disease. The victims had blood coming from their nose, mouth, eyes, and ears. These people died even faster of this disease than the ones who had the first sickness.

**DISEASE SPREADS MURDER MAYHEM**

These diseases became wide-spread across the United States with hundreds of thousands infected. As the people were fleeing the cities in the hope of saving their lives, gangs were attacking them and killing them.

In the towns that were struck with disease there was chaos, with looting, rioting and murders involved in a complete breakdown of society. Many people seemed to go crazy.
NEW WORLD ORDER
(Revelation 13 Beast Gov’t)
New British government threats that a Christian school, which previously was rated "good" and "excellent," may be closed if it doesn’t promote “other faiths” are based on new regulations that need to be reviewed, according to school officials.

WND reported the U.K.’s official education inspector told an independent Christian school that it is out of step with “British values” prescribed by the government and must invite someone from another faith, such as a Muslim imam, to lead assemblies or it risks being closed.

The threat comes amid a series of new school inspections imposed by the government in response to a “Trojan horse” scandal in which several public schools in Birmingham, England, were taken over by Muslim managers who imposed Islamic education standards.

The U.K.’s Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills, known as Ofsted, then established new rules requiring the active promotion of “British values” such as tolerance.

Consequently, the government sent a letter to Trinity Christian School in Reading that it was failing to “meet the new requirements for the spiritual, moral, social and cultural development of pupils.”

But that was only months after the government’s inspection of the program found the school “good” in most categories.

Obama Planning Mass Arrests?

Is the Obama regime preparing for mass arrests of Americans? Some indicators suggest this is a real possibility:

It has all the laws it needs to imprison anyone should it plan to make mass arrests (thanks, Congress, for the unconstitutional Patriot Act and National Defense Authorization Act).

It has illegally compiled lists of some 8 million names, (thank you, FBI and NSA).

It has vast stockpiles of weapons and bullets, (salute the Pentagon!)

It has $38.5 million worth of new dormitories (i.e., prisons?) tucked away on military bases called “National Emergency Centers” (thanks, Halliburton construction subsidiary Kellogg, Brown and Root).

And it has invested 120,000 on-duty officers from 73 law enforcement agencies with authority to arrest “suspects.”

If you think “it can’t happen here,” as described in the 1935 Sinclair Lewis novel of that name, think again. What’s to stop USG from doing Stateside what it has been doing around the world? After all, who has already begun killing American citizens with illegal drone strikes if not our totalitarian trendsetter President Barack Obama?

As Bill Blum, a Washington investigative journalist writes in his “Anti-Empire Report,” since the end of World War 2, the U.S. has interfered in the elections of at least 50 countries and dropped bombs on people in as many others and attempted to overthrow more than 50, mostly democratic, governments, such as Iran in 1953 and Chile in 1973. What’s stopping it from turning a democracy into a dictatorship?

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/10/06/police-state-obama-planning-mass-arrests/
Doctor horrified at media cover-up of vaccine science fraud at the CDC

(NaturalNews) Outraged over the way the mainstream media has completely ignored the issue, board-certified family physician Dr. David Brownstein recently posted an alert for his readers warning them about the CDC’s coverup of the link between the MMR vaccine and autism. After reviewing the claims of CDC whistleblower Dr. William Thompson, Dr. Brownstein concluded that the CDC indeed lied and covered up data exposing MMR as potentially dangerous for boys under 36 months.

On August 27, 2014, Dr. Thompson, who worked as a high-level CDC scientist for nearly 20 years, issued a public letter admitting that he and fellow coworkers omitted statistically significant data showing that African American boys in particular are highly susceptible to autism when they receive the shot before three years of age. Dr. Thompson also confessed his complicity in failing to follow proper study protocol.

The story immediately blew up across the alternative media, with many parents of vaccine-injured children finally getting the answers that they had sought for years. But Dr. Thompson’s confession and associated study, which proves that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention actively buried data linking MMR to autism, have barely received a nod from the corporate media machine, which is pretending that nothing happened.

"I regret that my coauthors and I omitted statistically significant information in our 2004 article published in the journal Pediatrics,” wrote Dr. Thompson in his letter, denouncing the findings of a study which he helped conduct that supposedly disproved any link between MMR and autism. "The omitted data suggested that African American males who received the MMR vaccine before age 36 months were at increased risk for autism.”

http://www.naturalnews.com/046820_MMR_vaccine_autism_scientific_fraud.html
CHRISTIAN
PERSECUTION
Pakistan: Vicious Muslim Mob Breaks Christian Couple's Legs, Burns Them Alive After False "Blasphemy" Accusation

For the cause of the great and merciful "Allah" and his prophet of profanities...

Qur'an Sura 33:57, 61, "Lo! those who malign Allah and His messenger, Allah hath cursed them in this world and the Hereafter, and hath prepared for them the doom of the disdained ... Accursed, they will be found and slain with a (fierce) slaughter."

Asian Human Rights Commission – "The Asian Human Rights Commission (AHRC) has received information about a horrifying incident of a Christian couple being burnt alive on charges of Blasphemy in Pakistan's Punjab Province. According to information, the couples' legs have been broken so that they cannot escape the burning. The young Christian couple has been severely beaten and were both thrown into burning kiln by an enraged mob of about 2000 to 3000. This large mob had been instigated by the owner of a kiln in Kasur District in the Punjab Province, where the Provincial Government permits any person, especially organized mobs to do as they please, with impunity to those religious minorities such as Christians, Ahmadi's etc. This incident too has taken place with full police presence and connivance.

The incident had taken place at the time the couple had met the kiln owner to demand arrears in payments due to them – dues that amounted to about Rupees 500,000 for work done for over a period of several months. The kiln owner had charged them instead with blasphemy and instigated the mobs to break their legs and burn them alive, on allegations that the couple burnt pages from the Holy Quran.
Gazing into Glory with Pastor Bruce Allen

"Being in the Presence of Jesus - Gazing into Glory with Pastor Bruce Allen"

Show Times: 8PM ET / 7PM CT / 6PM MT / 5PM PT

Being in the Presence of Jesus - Gazing into Glory with Pastor Bruce Allen

Join Kenneth, John and Cathy in the chat room while they discuss the latest apocalyptic headlines and signs in the sun, moon and stars proclaiming the coming of our awesome King Jesus. Tonight we are blessed to welcome to the program, Pastor Bruce Allen, author of the book "Gazing into Glory". Pastor Allen will help us understand how we can draw closer in our walk with Jesus and leverage our "sanctified imaginations" to move closer to the throne of glory through the power of Christ in us.

God Bless You - See you there!
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The Second Heaven

Let me continue with another experience and lesson on translation by faith which the Lord gave me. About a year after the experience of driving from Seattle to Spokane, after much more study, prayer, and fasting and gaining a little more understanding about the hows and why's of translation, I said, “OK, Lord. I am ready for the next lesson.”

Little did I know! I was in my room worshiping God, and all of a sudden I felt this suction. When I opened my eyes I was standing in the stars! Whether in the body or out of the body, I cannot tell you, I only know that I was experiencing something supernatural and it was tangibly real.

The first thing I noticed was the stars were singing the praises of God. They are alive and vibrant! It was an astonishing revelation to fully realize the truth of the Word that all of creation sings forth the praises of God!

After some time (poor choice of words as time is insignificant during an experience like this), I realized I couldn’t see the earth or the moon. Nothing was familiar. There was just this vastness of the universe with creation singing forth praise unto God.

As I was contemplating that discovery, all of a sudden I saw off into the distance on my right what appeared to be a doorway suspended in the vastness of space. I could tell it was open because a bright white light shone through the opening, so it looked like a doorway of light.

I heard the voice of the Lord say, “Go ahead!”

My first thought was, “Go ahead? How do I do that?” I knew enough to take at least a step of faith, so as I thought about moving toward the door, I instantly moved through the doorway. I found myself in a small office front that stood empty. Immediately, a “knowing” came from the Spirit of God that I was in Sydney, Australia. (I have since been there and found the area I was translated to.)

The sun was just coming up. It was very early on a Saturday morning, so there was no traffic on the street outside. As I looked around the office, behind me I noticed a doorway to the bathroom. There was gray carpeting on the floor that had been worn over time, and I noticed markings with electrician’s tape where the desks had been.

I said, “Wow! That’s cool, Lord; I’ve always wanted to visit Australia!”

As I turned back to the front of the office, toward the windows and door, I saw a black marble façade building with tinted windows across the street on the right and a gray marble façade building with tinted windows on the left, with the empty street in front.

I said, “Lord, this is great,” and I headed for the front door with the thought of a little sight-seeing in mind.

“No, that is your lesson; now go back,” He spoke audibly.

Needless to say, I was a little bit disappointed, but now I was faced with another dilemma: How do I get back? Again, I knew enough to take a step of faith when I’ve heard from the Lord, so I moved toward the bathroom door, and when I went through that door I was back in my own room at home.

Now, I prayed and chewed on that experience for over a year. I said, “Father, how does this work?”

He said, “Remember the keys.”

“Yes, Sir.”
“Keys open what?” “Doorways.”

I said, “OK.” Then I asked, “What about when Paul was caught up into the third heaven?”

He said, “That is a different doorway and that is a different key.”

I asked, “Father, what was the significance of being in the stars?” He said, “Do some historical study.” So I asked, “Lord, where do I start?”

He took me back to the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha. This is a compilation of books that never made it into the cannon of Scripture, including the books of Enoch.

The Lord instructed me to read the books of Enoch, so I read the books of Enoch. I was absolutely flabbergasted to see that Enoch had an understanding of the Gospel from Genesis to Revelation. He is even quoted in a number of places throughout the Bible.

One of the things I discovered was Enoch walked with God and he was taken out into the stars and saw the doors and the gateways of Heaven! I was fascinated.

I said, “OK, Lord, how do I marry that with the Word of God and what we can experience today? Because this is way out there.”

He said, “It is very easy. It is called the second heaven.” I got it! To go from the first heaven (where we reside) into the third heaven where Jesus is, you go through the second heaven where I saw the doorway. The second heaven is the domain of the demonic fallen angels. The third heaven is the realm of God.

From that point on, the Lord began to take me on journeys into the realm of the spirit, showing me how translation by faith actually works. One of the keys we discussed earlier, Isaiah 22:22, is an example. You open what no man can close by speaking or declaring in faith!

Jesus said the things that He did we will do also. He steps in; He steps out—between that realm and this realm, between this realm and that realm.

The adventure awaits every child of God who dares to believe that what His Word says is true! We can and will walk as supernatural beings in a natural world with free access into all that the blood of Jesus has made available to us.

You make the choice—He will make the change!

You become willing—He will be your able!
The Great Tribulation / Rapture Timeline
Prayer and Exit

END SHOW

CLOSING MUSIC
http://youtu.be/F4K7dZC2Qn8

Your Worth of My Praise (Passion)
zz – Creed (Third Day)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3i-_VWxOAc#t=34
Pure Bride - Leeland

http://youtu.be/t5g_GpWfLLE

zz – Pure Bride (Leeland)
http://youtu.be/nuWneEsHERI

zz - Song of Love (Rebecca St. James)
When will thy Coming Be – Dan Henry Boeler
http://youtu.be/BpfWnOOvIL8

zz – You Are My Hiding Place (Selah)
http://youtu.be/5w0mb33ek2U

PLAY – Be Unto Your Name (Robin Mark)
Let's go down to the River to Pray - Gaither Tent Revival

http://youtu.be/jzmjVTOGAXs

PLAY - Let's Go Down River

Pray

PLAY - Shall We Gather at the River (Acapella Sam Robson)
PLAY - zz - I Believe in a Hill Called Mount Calvary (Sam Robson)
PLAY - zz - Alone Yet Not Alone - Sam Robson
http://youtu.be/T5-6gwssX0Y
PLAY - zz - Names of God (laurell hubick)
http://youtu.be/K2IxKDp49Uo

PLAY

zz - Come Jesus

Come
http://youtu.be/T3wSbLa2uGg

PLAY - I Need Thee Oh I Need Thee (Solo Acapella Sam Robson)
http://youtu.be/hqy-gob13kA

PLAY - Crown Him Majesty (Chris Tomlin, Kari Jobe)
END OF SHOW